Max it out at TISE StonExpo with Diamut
Join us at TISE StonExpo/Marmomac in Las Vegas, Nevada January 23-25, 2019 as Diamut showcases its
ultra-fast HYS T33 R3 80-series tooling on the newest Intermac’s Master One CNC.
The proximity of the Diamut booth with Intermac’s will allow visitors to experience firsthand just how fast five
true high-speed diamond tools and one polish tool are capable of running without sacrificing quality.
For more than 30 years, Diamut has manufactured a complete range of diamond tools for working stone, glass
and synthetic materials, designed for use on the majority of the machines on the market. TISE will be the
perfect occasion for visitors of the show to see the company’s full range of tools in action on all machines from
the CNC router to inline and 5-axis machines, as well as two Montresor vertical edge polishers, Vela and Luna.
Diamut will also showcase bridge saw tooling on the Donatoni Jet. Customers will see blades and reverse
thread tooling such as incremental step cutting bits. There will also be a full lineup in the CNC arena—
everything from ISO cones to finger bits and profile tooling. For edge polishing, Diamut will display tooling
ranging from diamond wheels to polishing pads.
At our booth, you can also learn more about a $3 million expansion of the Biesse Group Campus in Charlotte,
beginning with our new tool redressing facility that began operation earlier this fall. Expansion plans also
include a 12,000 square-foot office addition and a new 10,000 square-foot manufacturing facility equipped with
sophisticated and high-tolerance machines to produce tools for the stone and glass industries. It will go down
in history as Diamut’s first manufacturing project in North America.
“We are so excited to demonstrate our true hyper-speed tooling at the show and are looking forward to seeing
more Diamut customers at our booth than ever before,” said Peter Hauser, Diamut’s VP of Sales Stone Division.
“It’s a great opportunity for show visitors to sit down with us, get their questions answered, and even talk with
us about special projects you might have on the horizon, so we can brainstorm solutions together.”
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For more than 30 years, Diamut has been manufacturing a complete range of diamond tools for Stone,
Engineered Stone and Glass. Diamut became part of Biesse Group in 2002 and now plays a major role in the
business sector.
For more information visit us at www.diamut.com
For more information, contact us at marketing@diamutamerica.com

